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Green The color means that a change has taken place 

since the web site was last or first published

Yellow This team is going out of town to a tournament and

will not be at that game  (also - if the yellow is in the block to 

the right of the team name, that is to remind us that the coach is 

coaching more then 1 team.  Blue is added to show that the 2

teams are in the same age group and orange is added if there has

been a time of play request made)

Light The opponent of the team going out of town or 

Yellow forfeiting

Orange Matches that are for relegation

Light Orange Either the team has asked for a "BYE"  or

they have been given a "BYE" (Due to the shortage of referees

all teams should have a "BYE" in their schedule

Light Red Teams playing twice in season / this games does

not count towards next seasons ranking

Light Purple Means that that game is an non-bracket game

and will not count toward seeding for the next schedule

or

Means that you play a team that is playing two 

games that day.  Your game will not count towards 

the seating for the next schedule 

Purple Shows that the team is traveling in move then an hour

Dark Purple Forfeit

Blue Means that that team has to play in two games that

day (the second game will only count if it is a 

scheduled make-up game)

Dark Blue Completed the 4 games needed to referee

Red Showing that the team did not complete their required 4 games referee requirement

from the last season

Dark Orange A team has dropped out of the schedule & I am working on it or I have removed them

Team Name in Red Team is either playing up or a Girls team is playing in the Boys bracket


